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About This Game

You and up to three friends (or three computer controlled guys if you're short on friends) are in a top down maze trying to hit
each other with your bombs, but you're going to have to control your guy and your bomb at the same time! It's hard. It's really
hard and it's going to put your ambidexterity to the test. Choose from 8 characters, 8 levels, there's like 5 catchy 8-bit songs, I
don't know, what are you waiting for? It's gonna be super fun and all your friends will think you're really cool when you drop

Watergate trivia on them like how G Gordon Liddy ate a rat once. Anyway, call your friends, invite them over, pour some
glasses of your favorite beverages, and play some Watergate Xtreme.
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xtreme watergate bay. watergate extreme academy. watergate xtreme

This Game is Simple with an amazing art style, i personally love this game and can play it for hours. This game is a blast to play.

Some years ago I had an idea of making procedural metroid-like game.. And it seems like Matt Bitner not only beat me to it, but
made it much better than I think I could!

One of the best things about this game is that it is not as nail-biting hard as many other roguelikes. The difficulty is just right. It
is fair and does not expect you to be an absolute jedi to see its content and finish the game.

Do NOT buy this game on sale! Buy it full price to support the developer so he can make other great games!. they need to make
where you can mod it on your own. Honestly I'm having a blast.

You can build anything from

A Borderline Fast food Outlet.
A Massive steak Diner.
A High end French Cuisine Bistro.
A Five start Seafood Restaurant.

There are so many different ways to play this game and its totally up to you.

10/10 I'm having a great time.. The game is certainly entertaining and well done. I definetely recommend this to play with your
friends. When you kill someone you really feel how much have annoyed him. And you see how his ghost is haunting you trying
desperately to fight you.

I really love how you can use the environment in your advantage. For example, I was going to be killed by a players final
movement, I foreseed it, so when he activated it, I threw my character to the train rails, so I could escape and come back to hit
him with my viking spear!

Also the music is awesome, I would like themed music depending on which Dynasty wins, that would be great.

I only wish I could pick up props\/corpses from the environment to throw them and hit my friends with the corpses of their
ancestors.
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It's a simple RTS game where you capture control points which either produce a type of unit or oil which is used to build turrets
to protect this points. You capture the point, wait for it to built units, move on to the next point, repeat.

The graphics are prett neat and does a lot for the game and the surrounding areas are a bit bland. The music is also meh.

Because of the simplicity of the game it kinda of forces the emphasis to be put on the AI to be good which it isn't, I've played
against it a couple times and it does nothing. It barely captures the points and when it attacks you it send 3-5 ships whereas you
pretty much always send at least 10-15 ships. They get crushed every time. They aren't clever either. The best move I've seen the
AI do is to send a stray boat to capture some undefended oil fields forcing me to divert some of my quicker boats there. The AI
isn't broken, it's just doesn't do that much. This means that you will get less experience which can be used to buy buffs and that
effects so it kinda brings down the other game mechanics as well.

And on the topic of oil which is the currency, you get too much and can spend it on too little. You can fill the map with towers
before the games end and still have a full storage of oil.. k, i've just downloaded the game , trying to play it but the game wont
load. it says "the application was unable to start correctly 0xc00007b" , wtf ?. Even as a fan of the show I do not like this game. I
have 6 hours in and all I have done so far is run around to find something or run around to kill something. Not a very creative
game and the pacing is about as good as the last few seasons of the show. I hope there is more depth to this game than what has
shown so far because each mission is a redress of the first 3.. The art in this game is inconsistent in quality. The environments
are ok but the animations are terrible and so is the writing (although what little story there is is kinda interesting in spite of the
atrocious "dialogue"). The game's atmosphere is good though, the dungeons are fun to explore and there's a decent variety of
traps after you get through the first one. A lot of reviews complain about the combat, and if you play this thinking it's an action
game you will be very disappointed. Combat is all about positioning and timing your moves several seconds ahead so that you
can hit enemies when they're exposed while not leaving yourself exposed to other nearby enemies. The result is a new and
refreshing take on combat that I find enjoyable on its own terms and which is comparable to a careful duel rather than a slug
fest. Recommended for hardcore fans of first person rpgs who enjoy unique rough gems in the genre. For less refined gaming
palates (IE: console gamers) it's a waste, like feeding a rare and expensive wine to your dog.. Really cool, innovative gameplay.
It is like, really difficult.
I feel like it costs too much.

I'm gonna give it a thumbs up but you should wait for a sale.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/XgpBiDM2uQA. Worth the sale price bought it to support Shadow Legend. So in that sense it's a pretty good
way to keep busy for
what looks like about 9 hours.. In a sea of overpriced junk for VR this $6.00 game packs more entertainment and quality in it
then three $20 VR games. If you're looking for a decent zombie game for your Vive that ins't just another wave based shooter
then you need to add this to your library.. New mechanics and locations are what make these heists so unique. Instead of the
same old mundane task of "place drill, fix drill, take money, leave bank" you get to things like skydive and drive boats and
destroy satellites and refuel helicopters (ok that last one is still just wait time). You get two of the best heists in game for the
price of one. The melees are actually usuable this time, even up to par with the katana. The Baby Deagle is a quicker but slightly
weaker Deagle, as you'd expect. Overall, this is probably one of the best DLC's yet. Just buy it already, who even reads DLC
reviews?. It's a good one.
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